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President’s Column 

 

 

Those of us who are past presidents won’t be going away. Rather, we will be available to organize and 
lead cave trips and projects as always. Of course, if the officers have any questions to ask of us, we’ll be 
there to try to assist them.. 

President Charity Hertzler, even though under 40 years old, has much experience in leadership roles. She 
is a former caving club president and has spearheaded the gating of Giboney Cave in Springfield’s Doling 
Park and the gating of Watterson Cave in Wright County. She has worked as a liaison with local agencies 
and assisted in numerous cave surveys as well as been very involved with our public outreach education 
program through the years. Each year, she leads our monitoring trips into Sequiota Cave in the early 
spring. In addition, she has written numerous articles for publications and taken some memorable cave 
photos.   

Vice President-elect Matt Bumgardner, although a relatively new SPG member, was caving years before. 
He assisted with the survey of Garrison Cave #2 and other projects and is enthusiastic about the several 
cave trips he has participated in since joining SPG.  Just recently he took some spectacular photos in Blow-
ing Cave and some Photosynths in Berome Moore Cave and Crystal Caverns. 

Secretary-elect Greg Sanders has been an SPG member for a year and a half, has assisted with public out-
reach education field trips and is also enthusiastic. Earlier this year, he volunteered to serve as substitute 
recording secretary.  

Several members in SPG recently joined our club —2013 Vice President Wesley Dowler, along with many 
cave trips under his belt last year, has assisted with my study of the Pierson Limestone, coordinating the 
testing of rock samples at MSU where he is a Master’s candidate in chemistry. MSU biology students 
Kendell Loyd and Colton Zirkle look for small critters most people either would not see or would ignore. 
Colton isn’t a stranger to cave biology, having been a student of cave biologist Dr. Dave Ashley of MWSU. 
Mike Morris helped with the survey of Living Cave (see the article, photos and map in this issue).  Kate 
Moran has helped with the restoration of Pearson Creek Cave, and along with Matt, Wes, Mike, Greg, Bill 
Luke and others, is a proud survivor of the latest trip to the Register Room in Breakdown Cave. Bill Luke 
has assisted with several cave surveys and has led trips to Shoal Creek and Kenney Caves in his neck of the 
woods. 

I am very optimistic about the new leadership in SPG. They say the future is in the hands of the new gen-
eration, and I believe we have an enthusiastic group within our new generation. Best wishes to our 2014 
officers. 

Cave softly, leave no trace and, hey . . .  let’s be careful “in there.” 

Jonathan B. Beard 

 

   Photo: Jessi  Hicks 

 

A New Generation of Leadership 

As of the end of the year 2013, I have stepped down as SPG 
president for the second time.  I have been the president six 
of the eight years SPG has been in existence.  When I first 
became president, I was 55 years old, already a very sea-
soned veteran of muddy crawlways.  I am now almost 63 
years of age, and it is time to turn the club over to a new 
generation of cavers, new leadership to steer the grotto to 
its destiny. 
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Exploring Kenney Cave 

By Bill Luke and Greg Sanders 

Background Information (by Bill Luke) 

I’ve been caving with SPG members since about June, 2012 and I happen to be (I think) the only member who 
hails from Neosho. I knew of one cave (Shoal Creek Cave) in the Neosho area from my youth, but when I 
heard from other grotto members that there was another long cave system in Newton County, I became very 
interested. It had been about four years since any SPG member had made a trip inside and contact informa-
tion for the owner was a little dated. I decided the first order of business was to try to figure out who owns 
the property and a short drive later, I hit pay dirt. 

Approaching the Cave Owner 

SPG member Eric Hertzler was the last person who had toured the cave, and he gave me some very valuable 
information with which to arm myself when approaching the owner. I don’t know about anyone else, but for 
me, approaching a complete stranger and asking them if I can explore their property (above and below 
ground) can be a bit daunting. After all, no means, “No” and I expect it’s the sort of thing that you don’t get a 
second chance at. However, at the house I met a handyman who was remodeling the garage for the owner. 
The gentleman turned out to be an amateur cave explorer himself from his youth (weren’t we all?), and he 
informed me that the house was owned by a land developer who himself was scientifically oriented. 

 I hastily wrote out a letter to the owner describing my motives and intentions and left it there with a promise 
that it would be delivered to the owner promptly. Unfortunately, I did not have any SPG literature with me, 
like “Caring for Your Karst” or a business card.  I used these to beg my way into Shoal Creek Cave last year (a 
bit of an exaggeration). However, the next day I received a phone call from a genuinely excited owner who 
had no idea he had such a gemstone on a piece of property he currently owned. I was given an open invitation 
on the spot, with the understanding that we were professionals conducting legitimate research.  

Locating Kenney Cave and Organizing an Expedition 

The next order of business was finding the cave. Eric’s knowledge was extremely valuable, as I conducted the 
first search for the cave in August in a rainstorm. I’m no bug expert, but Missouri ticks seem to get aggressive 
in the rain and by the time I found the cave’s pit entrance (deep in the woods) and retreated to my car, I was 
covered. I had to drive home less-than-fully-clad with most of my clothing in the trunk. The owner was again 
ecstatic that the cave entrance had been located. Now it was time to organize the expedition.  

The aforementioned ticks appeared to be a real hazard. I don’t like them on me, especially when I’m crawling 
through tunnels. Summer gas prices were also an issue, as I would be asking the SPG gang to drive to my turf 
at their expense. However, I was also racing against another clock, as the property was listed for sale and a 
new owner could quickly put a stop to the whole expedition. When November rolled around, the time ap-
peared to be right.  

Ready to Explore the Cave 

At the November SPG meeting held at Fantastic Caverns, a date was organized and on Saturday, 11/23/13, 
five of us (Jon Beard, Greg Sanders, Matt Bumgardner, Brian Sauer and I) found ourselves standing at the top 
of a 40’ deep hole in the ground on a bluff above Shoal Creek. 

We entered using the SPG cable ladder, a device that looks innocent enough until you actually are on it. The 
steps are maybe 6” wide and my clunky boots, even mud-free, did not fit well.  
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A Spooky Drop Into Dark-
ness 

After a spooky 10’ drop into 
darkness, I found myself slid-
ing feet-first down a chute into 
the unknown. As a token ges-
ture, I always had one hand on 
a ladder rung, but going feet-
first in any cave is always a 
risky proposition. However, we 
all made it down uninjured (a 
bit more on that from me 
later) and began scouting the 
south end. Greg Sanders can 
probably do a better job of 
describing that than me, so I’ll 
turn it over to him.  

The South End and Lower Level (by Greg Sanders) 

Arriving at the bottom of the pit drop was fun. Luckily, it wasn't an absolute vertical drop, but more of a 
leaning drop.  By no means a descent into Orodruin, but it was tricky, nonetheless. SPG’s cable ladders 
and rig up made things much more pleasant than a down climb would have been. We collected ourselves 
at the bottom and surveyed the surroundings. Minimal daylight, none past the drip line, and a large room 
greeted us as we readied cameras and gear. The descent brought us into a comfortable 50 degrees F 
world. A nice change from the 28-32 degrees F. outside and above the pit entrance. On the way down, I 
glimpsed a very cold black snake, blinked my eyes and realized that keeping my feet in the ladder took far 
more effort than anticipated. After seeing that cold snake a foot or two away from my face, I stopped feel-
ing cold! 

Secretly, I hoped not to run into its more ominous relatives seeking a more temperate clime. After all, this 
is a drop in and climb out cave and we wouldn't have to go out the way we came in!  Collectively, we 
made a southward turn, and were on our way to explore the southern side of the cave, including the 
lower level. While crawling forward, the thought did cross my mind about conserving energy for a possible 
climb out. 

Thus far, the cave was quite wide, in some spots seventy feet. We passed a passage to the east, quite 
small, and we assumed we could manage to get inside on our way back. The passage looked to be very 
tight! However, we spied another, larger opening several feet south of what we believed to be the Lower 
Level. How wrong we were. The smaller passage would have been much work, not to mention the mud 
and water we had been warned about. We knew where the actual Lower Level started and it beckoned 
(like Captain Ahab did?), but we needed to move on to complete the trip south. Currently, we were free of 
vast accumulations of clay, but we felt heavier as we progressed. As luck would have it, in the past some-
one had left a string marker for us! We all remarked, perhaps a bit sarcastically, how nice it was to have 

a directional string in a wide, single passage cave. Crawling along, the clay floor started be-
coming softer, run-off channels crossed, leading toward the Lower Level.  

Footprints, handprints and knee prints from the past were evident. This was a wide cave, filled with vari-
ous speleothems, including some large pendants and stalactites. Some areas had hundreds of untouched 
soda straws. 

Four cavers on ladder Clockwise from upper left: Greg Sanders, Brian 
Sauer, Matt Bumgardner, Bill Luke.  Photo: Jonathan Beard 
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 We waited next to a few and readied 
cameras for the photos that called in all 
directions. The 50-degree F. environ-
ment with the customary humidity 
made all lenses foggy and we waited for 
them to clear. Each of us looked 
around, noting a few bats and more 
mineral rich speleothems. At this point, 
we broke up into a photo group and a 
scout group.   

 

Left and below : Matt Bumgardner eyes  
speleothems and soda straws in the south 
portion of Kenney Cave.   

Photos: Jonathan  Beard 

Bill and Brian scouted to the south, 
while Jon, Matt and I tried taking  pic-
tures as lenses cleared.  Soon we real-
ized the fogged lenses were not clear-
ing as needed. We were in a wide pas-
sage with several good photos opps, 
but wide angles were simply not to be. 
We packed up and moved south. We 
met Bill and Brian who  both seemed a 
lot muddier. We were warned about 
more mud; the kind that tugs at knee 
pads. As Jon, Matt and I moved south, 
knee pads started feeling all the more 
cumbersome, the cave started getting 
narrower and the ceiling lower.  
 

Greg Sanders and Matt Bumgardner flank a column in Kenney Cave.  Photo: Jonathan Beard 
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We passed through a low section and were  greeted by a room full of seemingly untouched speleo-
thems —all prime for photos. These were all very distinct thema! Never before had I seen so many var-
ied forms in the same room. We all plodded along toward them and took photos. Along the way, we 
spotted several old (1970s style Eveready) batteries, along with an old flash bulb in a very difficult loca-
tion to retrieve, but we managed to get them all.  Drapery, narrow columns, a very wide column and 
several pendants were prominent, all making for some excellent photos. Perhaps the most interesting, 
and unexpected find for me, were the various sized ceiling bowls, all different sized but seemingly per-
fectly symmetrical! What photos these made. We crawled back to our starting point, somewhere along 
the way, a tug through the clay ripped off a knee pad and it now become a hand pad! The return trip 
would bring us by the lower level and we were looking forward to that. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mud and Low Clearance Guaranteed! 

The Lower Level had not been surveyed before. Jon guaranteed us mud and low clearance. As we 
crawled into the Lower Level Entrance, the contour dropped, the clay became thicker and the air got a 
little colder. Bill led, I followed and Jon swept! The first order of business was to check out a pool of 
water on the north side of the ever-lowering passage. Jon had noted cave crayfish here some years 
ago, so a follow up was indicated. Unfortunately, we were greeted with nothing but water in the pool. 
We followed the small passage, as it continued to narrow and the elevation dropped. Just after the 
pool, the passage got colder and wetter. We realized it had probably rained a day or two ago, but it 
was still markedly drier than what we expected! We reached a section that seemingly lowered enough 
to prevent forward progress. When we were getting close to turning around, Bill and I spotted rem-
nants of an old flow tube to the left (probably north), dropped our shoulders in it and popped out at a 
junction. The passage was at least eight feet wide, but less than 14-15 inches tall. After that 10-foot 
face crawl, the ceiling opened up, and we found ourselves at a juncture. Jon  remarked that the entire 
passage seemed made of clay! Before we pushed forward, we checked and noted that thick clay cov-
ered the rock passage entirely. Well, now we know where everything runs off now. Bill and I cleared 
the face crawl, noted the ceiling was tall enough to sit up in and viewed our surroundings. We decided 
to push left. Jon stayed back, to keep us from getting lost. The string line we saw earlier was in the 
main passage, not here! 

Greg Sanders exits the lower level crawl with much less vigor 
than when he entered the crawl.  Photo: Matt Bumgardner 
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Pushing to the left, we crawled for another approx. 150 feet before we pressed far enough forward where 
things narrowed and the passage dropped to impassible. We could see stalactites in an area with more ceil-
ing clearance 1-2 feet, but we needed to clear 8-10 inches tall for a few feet before we could get to it. Not-
ing possible signs of an attempted dig through, we turned around, went back to the juncture, to see what 
was ahead. Plastic Man would be an asset to this foray! Heading east, we noted some animal bones in the 
middle of the passage, perhaps consistent with the raccoon tracks we noted around the pool. We would 
press on, and check these out on the way back. We turned left at another juncture, crawling until narrow 
walls and a low ceiling said "no more."  

By dead reckoning, we really thought the passage we had just turned around in was perhaps on the other 
side of this turn around. Again, we noted signs of an attempted dig through. We turned around, pushed 
forward (right at the previously noted bifurcation). Again, another 150 feet and we were forced to turn 
around. We stopped at the bones for an examination. Cleaned bones, nice, big, canines, were evidence for 
a larger than domestic carnivore. We could not find evidence of hooves or paws. Interesting to think of 
how this animal made it in here, and this far. Perhaps we were close to another entrance? Anyway, we en-
couraged Jon to join us for this amateur post mortem exam. His handy cave camera has so many uses! He 
cleared the low area we made it through earlier. Again, the clay made for lower resistance. We made the 
exam and took plenty of good pictures. We discussed where we had just been (perhaps a large, clay-filled 
maze of passages?) and decided the Brian and Matt would approve if we turned back now. We did! 

Now, we had to crawl up the slight angle we had just slithered down. The three of us had what seemed like 
20 extra pounds of clay attached to our feet, knees and elbows. It was certainly easier, pointing downward! 
We worked our way back to the pool. Spying a possible passage to the right, I thought about going that way 
and saw no signs of our coming from that direction. No knee for elbow tracks there. Was this the right 
way? Had I missed something? We passed a triangular shaped rock, the earlier noted pool, but where did 
this passage to the right come from? Swallowing all symptoms of panic, I reassured myself this must be the 
right way. Jon and Bill confirmed they had spotted the triangle shaped rock, and then I spotted a broken 
stalactite I noticed on the crawl down. We were heading the right way! I heard voices, and then noted a 
flash and realized Matt had taken my picture crawling out of the Lower Level! Difficult to believe that we 
missed that passage at the pool, but while crawling in that direction, the passage was well hidden from our 
view. Certainly a study for a future trip! Perhaps it links up with what we originally thought was the lower 
level? 

The North End (by Bill Luke) 

If you have not seen the existing map of Kenney Cave, the pit entrance is basically in the center of a long 
(approx. 1500’) cave system that is 30-50’ wide and 3-4’ high on the south leg. That is a bit of a simplifica-
tion as there is an extensive lower level that we could not fully explore due to time constraints. What is not 
revealed on the map is that the north leg appears to be blocked off by a large breakdown barrier, and the 
only (currently) known access is either through the culvert entrance on the road or through a very tight 
crawlway near the pit. Brian Sauer and I attempted to explore the north end via the central crawlway. It 
became very tight very quickly, I’d estimate 9-10” high in places. We entered into a zone that I believe had 
seen little exploration, as there was little graffiti or damage. I had a hard time keeping any bearings in this 
zone, and I asked Greg to remain at the entrance to the crawl with a light on so that we would have a re-
turn point. We continued on, up a couple of rock ledge-walls and got to see a very pretty 20’ long and 18-
24” high rock formation of near perfect ivory stone. We then entered into an angled passageway that had 
an obvious dry streambed at the base. Brian was able to do the roll maneuver, but I had to sidestep across 
it.  

It was in this zone that I began to notice some dimming on my Petzl Duo light system. While not the bright-
est caving light on the market, it has proven quite reliable for me. However, I was losing my brightness and 
was having trouble seeing more than about 10’ ahead. This made it hard to navigate in unfamiliar territory. 
Making matters worse, I had a package of supposedly fresh batteries in my pocket, but an earlier battery 
swap had revealed that those “new” batteries were virtually dead.  
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Bill Luke at the entrance of Miller Tube Cave. Photo 
Jonathan Beard 

I have a backup on my helmet, but it’s less than 50 lumens and just for emergency usage. I also have a 
flashlight I carry in my pocket, but again, it had older batteries that I was not certain of. Brian had two 
very bright lighting systems on his helmet, but I was unable to contribute in finding our way in these 
wide, low passages. Object lesson here: When you are entering a cave with 1500+ feet of known pas-
sage, have three SOLID lights with spare batteries. Period.  

We continued through another very low crawlway, into another wide, low passage. We were begin-
ning to see large-scale graffiti and could feel a cold draft in the air, but could not see daylight from the 
sought after culvert entrance. It is hard for me to judge distances underground, but I assumed we 
must be pretty close to the north entrance at the culvert on the road. We searched a bit further but 
could not see an obvious trail. To add insult to injury, I glanced at my wristwatch and it showed about 
4 p.m. This was rather alarming as I thought we had started this leg at about 2 p.m. and I was weigh-
ing the odds of finding the exit before twilight (about 5:15 pm) versus the apparent two-hour trip back 
to the others. I also was wondering what they were thinking back in the rear, and whether or not they 
might have climbed out of the pit and were waiting at the culvert entrance. What I later learned, 
amazingly, is that my watch had somehow jumped an hour ahead of everyone else’s. We searched a 
bit farther, but could not find the entrance. Considering my light, the elapsed time (I thought), our 
lack of water and the fatigue factor, I made the executive decision to return to the pit area. Brian was 
still game but I thought we were in deep uncharted territory with no immediate solution ahead. For 
all we knew, we could have been in an adjacent passageway not destined for the exit. It always seems 
to be easier leaving a cave than penetrating into one, and Brian and I returned to our fellow cavers in 
about 30 minutes.  

Did I mention how much fun the cave ladder was coming down? Let me tell you, it was no fun at all 
going up. I never realized how much wider a person’s body gets when they are on a ladder and using 
their legs for upward propulsion. Needless to say, I had to use arm muscle alone to maneuver myself 
through the smallest hole in the pit and by the time I made it to the top my whole body was shaking 
with the effort. I later realized that I had awakened an old and nagging forearm injury that had not 
bothered me in a couple of years. My mud-crusted boots barely fit into the ladder rungs and my 
gloved hands on the rungs felt like I was holding on by a thread. Matt, one of the bigger guys, was bur-
dened by a large camera case and yet he made his ascent look almost easy. After everyone emerged, 
our beloved ladder became stuck in the rocks and it took some whipsawing to free it. Jon climbing all 
the way back down into the pit also helped save the day.  

After we changed into some warmer and cleaner clothing, we drove down to the culvert end to have a 
look at the cave from that end. Next time we go in Kenney cave, I hope to make entry from this end 
and work our way back to the pit entrance. Optimally, if we have enough people, we may have two 
teams, one entering each way, and meet in the middle.  

Kenney Cave is one that offers plenty of 
everything: climbing, crawling, formations 
and potentially biology. A cooperative 
owner and safe parking are also nice. And, 
as I mentioned earlier, this cave happens to 
be for sale right now. If anyone has an extra 
$115,000 lying around, it can be yours. In-
cluded is a newly remodeled house in 
which to warm up between cave trips. 

Left: Culvert entrance to Kenny Cave.  

Photo: Brian Sauer 
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The Survey of Living Cave 

By Jonathan B. Beard, NSS 21408-RL (FE) 

Introduction 

In terms of biology and geology, Living Cave is the most interesting cave of the six caves found on the 
Miller property in Laclede County. I have detailed the surveys of Saltpeter Cave and the lesser caves 
in previous issues of Subterranean Journeys (Vol. 7, No. 4 and Vol. 8, No. 3) with maps and photo-
graphs included. It could be argued that Saltpeter Cave is the most interesting in terms of modern 
human activity with the cave being a main feature in a small resort operation many decades ago and 
its use as a nudist colony at one time.   

I saved the best for last with Living Cave, with 1,481 feet, having more surveyed passage than the 
other five combined. Like the other caves, much of it has formed as a result of the Osage Fork of the 
Gasconade River invading the cave in past geological times and during major flooding events. The 
cave has multiple entrances and an anastomotic maze in its entrance sections. Unlike the other 
caves, it has a significant section that contains a profusion of breakdown and speleothems. Unfortu-
nately, as Living Cave is the furthest from the owners’ residence and hidden from their view, it is also 
the most prone to illegal trespassing and vandalism. Although the main speleothem area has been 
heavily vandalized, it is still quite beautiful, as some of the accompanying photographs will attest. 

A previous landowner named Living Cave for its many speleothems (it is the “living cave” as opposed 
to most of the others that are nearly devoid of active speleothems), but could also have been named 
for its biology. Although in the many visits to the cave during the survey project, I did not witness a 
large population of gray bats, but the cave does contain two impressive guano mounds and dozens of 
square feet of ceiling stains to indicate that it was a major bat roosting site in the not-too-distant 
past. Surveyors did see a couple of minor clusters of grays in the area of breakdown and speleo-
thems, but a couple of dozen bats are considered transients or bachelors. There is considerable drip 
water in the main speleothem area and raccoons have made their presence known in all parts of the 
cave. 

We didn’t start the survey of Living Cave until the survey of 900-foot Saltpeter Cave was completed, 
so Living Cave was roughly a year behind the other. Once Bill Luke and I completed the mapping in 
Living Cave, we made fast work of the lesser caves (Henry Hollow Cave, Little Bluff Cave #1, Little 
Bluff Cave #2 and Miller Tube Cave) in just a few hours. It is a relief to have the mapping done. It took 
two years from start to finish with the mapping of all six caves with many other projects conducted 
during that span of time. I have never mapped so many caves in two years. 

The time and effort to draft the Living Cave 
map was not only compounded by its 
greater length, but also by its complexity of 
features. To draw every large piece of 
breakdown and every speleothem would 
have created a map far too complicated 
and “busy” to be legible. Therefore, only 
some of the speleothems in the breakdown 
chamber were included. There is another 
place where most of the ceiling is covered 
with soda straws that have somehow es-
caped the vandal (good!). 

Right: Bill Luke at the end of the cave’s longest 
side passage.  Photo: Jonathan Beard 
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The Survey 

The survey of Saltpeter Cave ended in April of 2012, and the survey of Living Cave began on the next 
trip to the property on June 30, 2012. Bill Luke, who had just joined SPG, assisted me in the beginning 
of the survey of the entrance passage complex. With four entrances, we mapped those and the pas-
sages they all had in common. This area is definitely the result of back flooding by the Osage Fork (one 
can read about this phenomenon by reading Art Palmer’s papers on the subject). We mapped about 
300 feet that day but also took some time to see some of the rest of the cave. I still didn’t know if it 
was longer than nearby Saltpeter Cave—I would not claim to have seen the entire cave until the pro-
ject was nearing its completion many months ahead. 

 

Survey Continues in the Fall 

Sarah Spangler helped on November 11 as we mapped some f the anastomotic crawls between the 
southernmost entrance and the main breakdown chamber. These were dry, dusty crawls with gravel 
floors. The sketching was easy in these narrow passages even if we had to lumber along in crawlway 
mode the whole time. By this time I had amassed some 700 feet of survey and I had very little of the 
main passage mapped. I began to realize this cave would be longer than Saltpeter Cave, but still had 
not seen the entire cave. At this point, I figured I had mapped the “easy stuff,” and the next trip would 
begin to tackle the hard stuff—the large breakdown area containing lots of speleothems. Easy eye 
candy for the traveler, not-so-easy tedium for the survey sketcher. 

2013 - The Next Year 

Zach Copeland and his son Jeremy joined me in surveying into the formation room on January 21, 
2013. We only mapped about 100 feet as I labored over the sketch. The room is long and wide with 
large and small breakdown blocks everywhere. Above and to the side of the breakdown were countless 
stalactites, and growing on the breakdown blocks were dozens of stalagmites. As mentioned before, 
vandals have broken many stalactites; others are covered in dark veneer. However, careful inspection 
of the room revealed many intact speleothems worthy of the photographer’s effort including a very 
nice, pure white column. Perhaps even the vandal revered it too much to break it and take it away. 

The second survey session occurred on 
August 11, 2012 with Bill Luke and Shelly 
Field operating the tape and instruments. 
For Shelly, this was her first stab at help-
ing with a cave survey and she enjoyed 
the learning experience. The three of us 
mapped the longest tributary passage in 
the cave, a winding crawlway trending 
north. It contained a few dry speleo-
thems. Its floor, which started out dry 
and dusty became more moist and sticky 
the further we went and ended eventu-
ally in clay fill. The very hospitable own-
ers fed us with a big BBQ and we spent 
some time swimming and kayaking in the 
nearby river.  

Shelly Field reads a compass during one of the survey shots. 
Photo: Jonathan Beard 
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Weather Changes Our Plans on May 4 

The original plan was to have a SPG recreational trip 
on May 4 to Skaggs Cave in Pulaski County, but with 
threats of rain in the forecast, some members backed 
out. With only Mike Morris and I to appear at the 
meeting place, and a minimum of four people re-
quired for a Skaggs Cave permit, Mike and I went to 
Living Cave instead to continue the mapping of this 
cave. I assumed Mike and I would be able to com-
plete the survey, thinking only a couple of hundred 
feet remained. However, once we survey those 200 
feet, we found out that at least 200 feet continued 
beyond. It can be discouraging to think you only have 
200 feet to go, and when you’ve done that, you find 
you had more passage remaining to be mapped at 
the end of the day than you thought you had at the 
beginning of the day. 

Right: Although heavily vandalized, this impressive white 
stalagmite graces the formation room in Living Cave.  
Photo: Roy Gold 

A field of long soda straws that has thus far escaped notice of vandals.  Photo: Jonathan Beard 
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On June 29, the survey was completed with Bill Luke and Roy Gold helping me, while others were 
involved with exploring and photographing Saltpeter and Living Caves.  

The owners had invited SPG to join them in a pre-July 4 BBQ, swimming, kayaking, canoeing, camping 
weekend. The owners provided the food, the watercraft—everything but the caving gear and tents. 
Roy, being the hardcore cave mapper he is, figured he could help me survey the rest of Living Cave 
wearing sandals and shorts. Finding that he was underdressed, he helped with the beginning of the 
survey that day, but Bill and I finished the last of the crawlways. We were done soon enough that Bill 
and I had time to map Henry Hollow Cave adjacent to the picnic area where everyone else was as-
sembled, ready to eat.  

Being the only ones who stayed to camp, Bill and I slept in our sleeping bags just inside the south en-
trance to Saltpeter Cave to stay dry in case of rain. I think it only sprinkled a little, but the riffles in 
the nearby Osage Fork provided soothing, restful “white noise” to help us sleep the night away. Bill 
and I spent the next morning mapping Little Bluff Cave #1, Little Bluff Cave #2 and Miller Tube Cave 
to complete the surveys of the six caves on the property. 

I want to thank all of those who helped with the surveys, the photography and especially the very 
gracious landowners who provided two BBQ events and think the world of us. Some landowners wish 
they didn’t have caves or don’t care about them. The Millers love their caves and believe very much 
in cave conservation.  They have printed and framed the maps of their caves and had them mounted 
proudly on the walls of their home.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    A drop of water at the end of a soda straw captures a reflection. Photo: Roy Gold 
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Photo: Colton Zirkle 
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SPG’s Managed Caves 

By Jonathan B. Beard, NSS 21408(RL) FE 

SPG manages several caves in southwest Missouri, and perhaps you didn’t know much about them 
and why we manage them. Each cave is managed to conserve the resources within and each cave has 
unique resources. 

Breakdown Cave System 

Breakdown Cave was gated in 1983 to end rampant vandalism occurring in the cave. Hundreds of 
pounds of trash were removed, lots of graffiti were lifted off of its walls and ceilings and lots of flow-
stone was cleaned. Today, the cave is utilized mostly to educate students and scouts about caves and 
caving, but it has also been a cave restoration laboratory.   

 

 

An Adventure to Explore 

Many cave restoration meth-
ods have been developed in 
Breakdown Cave that can be 
used to restore other caves. 
It is an adventure to explore 
with more than 6,000 feet of 
cave passages and many 
beautiful speleothems.   
 
Members are welcome to 
borrow the gate key and visit 
the cave from April 1 to No-
vember 15 of each year.    

The cave is closed in winter to allow its bats to hibernate in peace after being decimated by a catastro-
phic winter flood February 2008. 

This cave was gated in 1986 to prevent vandal-
ism after its discovery in 1985. It was named 
for the late Lon Odell, Dade County’s most fa-
mous caver who was involved with the discov-
ery of the New Maze in Fitton Cave, Avenue E 
of Ennis Cave and many of the caves in Dade 
County. Lon Odell is one of only eight caves in 
the country with documented prehistoric hu-
man footprints, torch remains and deep cave 
petroglyphs. The cave has some very tall pas-
sages and spectacular speleothems. It is a re-
search cave only, but what an adventure to 
see it when accompanying researchers!  One 
enters the cave by way of a 50-foot pit, 40 feet 
of which requires single rope techniques or 
cable ladder. 

Lon Odell Memorial Cave 

Photo: Charley Young 

Photo: Jessi Hicks 
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   Six Penny Aragonite  Photo: Jonathan Beard 

Dream Cave 

Leo Thompson et al gated Dream Cave 
in 2001 by to protect its delicate spe-
leothems and other features.  The cave 
is best known for its forests of fossil 
“conga drum” stromatolites. The 6,000-
foot cave is co-managed by SPG and 
the Missouri Caves & Karst Conser-
vancy. 

Left: “Conga drums” stromatolites.   
Photo: Lloyd Morrison 

Garrison Cave #2 was gated 
in 1997 after miles of pristine 
passage were discovered the 
year before. The cave has 
very unusual speleothems 
(calcite flowers, six penny 
nails, fish hook helictite for-
ests) and the world’s largest 
known population of bristly 

crayfish. The population is estimated to exceed 500.  Due to lengthy watercrawls, wetsuits are rec-
ommended for most who enter the cave. 

Fox Creek Cave 

Fox Creek Cave was gated in 1995 to protect its profuse speleothems. Its Chandelier Room, Para-
dise Room and Soda Straw Room are very impressive.  Although it is only 532 feet in length, it is 
worth the long drive to see it, especially if you have some serious photography in mind. 

Fourteen-Forty Cave 

Fourteen-Forty Cave was gated in 1995 after Leo Thompson discovered its Silent Splendor section. 
The cave doesn’t appear to have much going for it other than some watercrawls and salamanders, 
but the Silent Splendor section contains much flowstone and dripstone. 

Watterson Cave 

Watterson Cave was gated in 1995 to prevent the owner’s cows from falling in, but it also 
had soda straw stalagmites (soda mites) and other features to protect. Although 130 feet 
deep, a culvert gate and two step ladders allow one to see the upper level without use of 
vertical gear. 

Garrison Cave #2 

Pearson Creek Cave 

This poor cave was gated and rescued in 2011 to end its history as a meth lab and party cave. One caver 
called it an “underground landfill.” Today, it is a cave that is mostly restored and has a bat population 
that has grown by 800% in two years. Although the cave is only 420 feet long and only if you want to see 
its terminal crawlways to their ends, it has a lot of variety. It is an excellent example of what SPG mem-
bers can do to rescue and protect cave resources. 
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                              Talking Rocks Cavern 

On November 30, 2013 SPG members Charley Young, Abby Young, 
Sarah Young, Jim Huckins, Roy Gold, Wes Dowler, Matt Bumgardner 
Chunling Cao and Jon Beard visited the cave.  Photo: Charley Young 
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About SPG  

Springfield Plateau Grotto (SPG) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization made up primarily of southwest Mis-
sourians who share a common interest in cave conservation, surveying and management. Project-oriented, 
the group works in tandem with public agencies and private landowners to enhance understanding of caves 
and foster awareness of the importance of conserving the cave environment. SPG works in cooperation with 
the Missouri Speleological Survey to document, map and study caves and is a cooperating member of the 
Missouri Caves & Karst Conservancy. 

SPG is very serious about our commitment to the well being of Missouri's caves and the cavers who visit 
them. Our members are active in cave exploration, mapping, restoration, gating and management.  

SPG membership in the organization is not automatic upon payment of the dues. If you are interested in ex-
ploring membership with us, please visit the SPG website and attend our monthly meetings.  

Thank you for your interest in SPG and our endeavors. 

mailto:anchorpr@gmail.com
mailto:mokanman@att.net
http://www.mocavesandkarst.org
http://www.spgcavers.org

